The result of the registration for 1842, then, as compared with former years, and the movement of the English population as compared with that of the principal states of Europe, appears on the whole to be satisfactory. It is clear that we possess advantages which it is our duty and our interest to improve to the utmost. It will not do to compare ourselves only with our neighbours; we must take a much higher standard than that which any continental state affords, and be satisfied for the whole country with nothing short of the rate of mortality of its most favoured divisions. In the South-western and South-eastern divisions the mortality is stated at 1 in 52, and in no less than four counties (Sussex, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, and North Wales,) it is as low as 1 in 54. The time will, we trust, arrive when the entire country shall boast as low a mortality. In the mean while let it be our standard of excellence.
We accidental deaths from these three causes.
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Having now given our usual abstract of the Registrar-General 40?30, 26, 26 ; at 50?23, 19i, 191, and at In some rooms in these situations it is not an infrequent occurrence to see above a dozen human beings crowded into a space not fifteen feet square. Within this space the food of these wretched beings, such as it is, must be prepared; within this space they must eat and drink; men, women, and children must strip, dress, sleep. In cases of illness the calls of nature must be relieved ; and .when death releases one of the inmates, the corpse must of necessity remain for days within the room. Let it not be supposed that I give up all faith in ventilation, and embrace his own theory of deficient exercise. All this, and something more, must come to pass before our friends of the Health-Commission and their allies can be forced from the strong position which they have taken up. They may have fortified themselves with some worthless arguments, and entrenched themselves behind some showy fallacies, but in the main we are convinced that they will stand their ground, till they find Mr. Neison himself of their mode of thinking. Not content with advocating " municipal innovations," as conducing to "the comforts, conveniences, and elevation of taste and moral purity, thence arising," they will continue to urge them with all their power and influence as essential to the enjoyment of such health as is compatible with the disadvantages to which the social occupations of the Professor Schonlein's System of [Jan.
labouring class expose them. In the mean time, they cannot be insensible to the great value of Mr. Neison's labours, and they hail him as a fellow-worker with themselves in that stubborn and tangled field of mingled facts and fallacies, where the wheat and the tares still grow together, and the weeds cling even to the sheaves.
